
ONLINE ADVERTISING AGREEMENT

General

This document constitutes an agreement between Georgia Manufacturing Alliance, LLC (GMA herein),
a Georgia corporation, and its paid online advertiser (advertiser herein), for the purpose of GMA
providing advertiser click-able online ad placement at http://georgiamanufacturingcalendar.com
(websiteherein) for a monthly fee to be paid by advertiser.

Method and Obligation of GMA

Advertiser uploads and configures advertisements at the website. Each advertisement set consists of a
rectangular ad for the right column of the website, and a banner ad for the top of the page, each with a
destination URL when clicked by website users, set by the advertiser during ad configuration.
Advertisements are rotated randomly in these spots on every page of the website where advertisements
appear. On the website pages there is a total of three possible slots for a single ad set to appear. GMA
provides advertiser option, for an additional monthly fee, of also having ads randomly placed in a
single slot in the footer of outgoing email alerts sent by GMA to its subscribers. The total number of ad
sets in the randomized rotation at website will not exceed 40, so advertiser should appear no less than
once for every 40 page loads (or for every 40 email alerts sent). GMA shall provide a tracking
mechanism via advertiser's online account at website, so advertiser can measure ad performance by
seeing impression count, and click-through count data.

Activation and Cost

This agreement automatically goes into effect when advertiser activates an advertising account at
website, and completes the payment process, with recurring monthly billing via PayPal, a third party
credit card processing agent. The cost for a basic advertising account, which includes advertiser's ad set
in the regular page rotation, is $125.00USD per month per ad set. Additionally, if advertiser configures
ad set to include ads in outgoing email alerts, the additional optional cost is $40.00 USD per month per
ad set. Once activated, the ad set will remain active and credit card used for payment by advertiser will
be rebilled via PayPal on a monthly basis, until ad set is canceled.

Limitations

Advertisement sets, are subject to content approval by GMA and can not be directly modified by
advertiser once configured. Advertiser's destination URL must not change via external methods, such as
HTTP redirects, and the content of the landing page must not significantly change, such that it would
no longer meet the content approval process of GMA, which aims to restrict content to general
audience appropriateness. 

Termination

This agreement, its limitations and obligations, shall terminate a minimum of 30 days after activation,
and anytime thereafter, when advertiser cancels their subscription via PayPal, the third party credit card
billing agent. GMA reserves the right to terminate this agreement for advertiser violation of its terms at
any time.

Agreement

By activating an ad set at website and by subscribing to recurring monthly billing via PayPal, the
advertiser automatically enters into this agreement. By offering advertising, accepting payment, and
approving ad content and configuration, GMA automatically enters into this agreement.


